The road to recovery: a synthesis of outcomes from ecosystem restoration in tropical and sub-tropical Asian forests
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1. Introduction

Despite the critical role of equatorial forests in the global carbon cycle and biodiversity conservation, recent decades have seen extensive tropical deforestation and degradation, with losses driven largely by logging and agricultural expansion [1–3]. Human-modified forests and secondary growth forests now account for the majority of forest cover [4]. Forest restoration is intended to mitigate damage from anthropogenic impacts by reinstating tree cover where forests occurred naturally. The growing focus on nature-based solutions (NbS) to address the climate crisis [5] has resulted in ambitious, high-level commitments for forest restoration and tree planting; for example, the Bonn Challenge aims to restore 350 million hectares of deforested land by 2030 (https://www.bonnchallenge.org/), with some countries pledging in excess of 10% of their land area to forest restoration [6]. With careful consideration of local priorities, forest restoration in developing countries could offer a so-called ‘triple win’ of reducing biodiversity losses and supporting sustainable development while contributing to local and global mitigation of and adaptation to climatic change.

Despite ambitions for vastly scaling up restoration efforts, the evidence for the efficacy of forest restoration is heterogeneous. Outcomes of restoration activities can vary widely, suggesting implementation challenges or competition for other land-uses, and complicating prediction of the efficacy of future interventions [7–9]. In practice, there has been an over-emphasis on numbers of trees planted as a metric for forest restoration success, rather than managing, protecting and monitoring how these planted trees perform over longer timescales [10,11]. There is demand for an improved evidence-base of the long-term outcomes, the timeframes required and uncertainties around restoration, and the environmental factors and management practices that influence the growth and survival of planted trees. These knowledge advances will help to ensure that limited resources available for forest restoration are used optimally [12].

Restoration may target some aspects of ecosystem functioning (termed ecosystem restoration) or attempt to recover the functions and biotic assemblages existing in native reference forest ecosystems (ecological restoration; see electronic supplementary material, box S1). Our study focuses on ecosystem restoration of tropical and subtropical forests in Asia, where forests have been subject to logging at varying intensities, fragmentation and conversion to other land-uses, and where restoration has been undertaken to return structure and function of forests for the purposes of restoration and future harvesting. The most common intervention in forest restoration in tropical/subtropical Asia is the planting of nursery-grown saplings, which is often supplemented by other treatments such as weeding, cutting climbers, liberation thinning or planting of nurse plants (e.g. [13,14]). We focus on the outcomes of tree planting as a tool for restoration. Publications to date typically report on individual or a few sites, but syntheses of evidence are needed for improved predictions of the outcomes that can be expected from forest restoration (e.g. [8,15–17]).

Asian forests have several distinct ecological features that may present challenges for vegetation recovery. Large areas of tropical Asian forest are dominated by the single tree family Dipterocarpaceae [18,19] which has relatively short dispersal distances through gravity and gyration of winged fruits [20]. The clustered spatial structure of dipterocarp populations may limit the capacity of forests to regenerate naturally in parts of the landscape that are remote from a seed source, and where logging has removed a large proportion of the mature reproductive trees [20–22]. Interannual mast fruiting events also govern reproduction and
the availability of seed for regeneration, as well as seedling stocks for reforestation [23,24]. Peat swamp forests are a distinctive variant of Southeast Asian lowland forests [25] that have been heavily degraded by drainage, timber extraction and clearance [26]. These activities have increased the susceptibility of degraded peat swamp forests to fire and flooding, resulting in a particularly challenging environment for restoration [27–29].

(a) Potential environmental and biotic determinants of forest recovery

Forest stands often show regeneration problems after harvesting or agricultural abandonment, including a failure of some tree species to recruit, which results in a shift in species composition [30,31]. Forest structural changes associated with disturbance and degradation alter microclimatic conditions, resulting in increased exposure to solar radiation, reduced humidity and more extreme temperatures [32–35]. In a global synthesis, Crouzille et al. [36] found that forest restoration was more successful when previous disturbance was less intensive, which may be driven by the availability of propagules for recovery, the environmental barriers to recovery and ongoing human disturbances. Assessment of the response of planted individuals helps to disentangle the first cause from the latter two.

Microclimatic conditions, determined by vegetation structure, may interact with other broader scale environmental factors (e.g. rainfall seasonality, soil conditions, temperature, elevation) to exacerbate negative effects of disturbance. For instance, Qie et al. [37] found El Niño-driven tree mortality was higher at forest edges than in intact forest in Borneo. Forest recovery may also vary according to soil conditions and topography, with steep slopes, shallow soils and exposed ridges creating challenging conditions for regenerating stems [38].

Heterogeneous environmental conditions in disturbed ecosystems can affect the relative performance of different tree species [31,39]. In an Indonesian restoration site, Kardiman et al. [40] found that growth and survival rates of 38 planted tree species varied in response to microhabitat, suggesting that species choice and site–species matching are critical for the success of planting programmes. Plant functional traits provide a framework for predicting whether species are well-adapted to a specific environmental setting [41,42]. Wood density is considered a key functional trait on the acquisitive–conservative trait spectrum [43]. Higher community-average wood densities are typically found where dry seasons are more intense or in well-drained soil conditions, where high wood density may offer hydraulic safety [44–46]. Wood density was positively related to survival of trees planted into pasture in a restoration site in Australia and peat swamp forests in Asia [47,48] while greater allocation to rooting depth enhanced tree survival in a seasonally dry forest in Costa Rica [49]. The role of functional traits in explaining recovery and determining species-specific responses has not been widely explored in Asian forests and predictive site–species matching is hampered by a lack of trait data for most species [47]. The most widely available functional trait information is wood density [50] which presents a preliminary opportunity to explore relationships between species-level vital rates and traits.

The diversity of plantings may affect long-term performance through ‘insurance’ and ‘portfolio’ effects that arise when species differ in their responses to environmental variation in space and time [13,51,52]. Diversity at multiple levels, including functional and genetic diversity, is important in building resilient communities for the future [53,54] but comes with the practical challenge of developing silvicultural and horticultural knowledge for many species.

Assessments of restoration outcomes typically focus on survival and growth of planted trees at individual sites. These metrics are useful indicators of early barriers to restoration [55], but ultimately the longer-term goal of restoration is the structural and compositional recovery of the whole plant community and broader ecosystem. Syntheses of plot-based data have estimated the average above-ground carbon accumulation rate in moist tropical forests naturally regenerating after clearance as $4–5\text{ Mg C ha}^{-1}\text{yr}^{-1}$ depending on location and disturbance history [56]. Analyses to date have focused on secondary growth after clearing [57] and we have fewer estimates for actively restored forests (see electronic supplementary material, Box S1) or those recovering from varying degrees of degradation. A pan-tropical meta-analysis found that recovery of vegetation structure and biodiversity (plants and animals) had better outcomes in naturally regenerating forests than those under active restoration (defined broadly as assisted recovery of an ecosystem that has been degraded, damaged or destroyed) [58]. However, most sites in this analysis were not using different restoration methods in co-located plots and thus not often directly comparable [59]. Since tree planting is costly and upscaling is challenged by the need for supporting infrastructure, it is imperative to determine when and where tree planting is necessary to meet restoration goals [60].

Establishing a sound evidence-base to understand the capacity, limitations and risks of restoration practices in terms of effects on carbon accumulation and plant community diversity and structure will benefit forest restoration decision-making. Here, we synthesize evidence on forest recovery and the efficacy of tree planting as an intervention for ecosystem restoration in the tropical and sub-tropical forests of South and Southeast Asia. Using a large database of published and primary data, we specifically ask the following questions:

1. What are the observed rates of mortality for planted trees in ecosystem restoration of tropical and sub-tropical Asian forests?
2. How do rates of mortality and growth of planted trees vary according to the biophysical environment (elevation, temperature, rainfall, substrate type), habitat condition and biotic factors (taxa planted, species richness of plantings and species wood density)?
3. What are the differences in community-level basal area, above-ground carbon and tree species richness between forests actively restored via tree planting compared with neighbouring naturally regenerating forests, at the same time since disturbance?

2. Methods

(a) Data compilation

We compiled data on planted tree survival, planted tree size and/or growth and area-based metrics of forest structure and diversity in planted and unplanted adjacent plots. Our datasets were compiled from online literature searches following the protocols outlined below (see electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 for further details), supplemented by additional published studies compiled by co-authors S.W.S. and N.E.B.R from peat swamp forest sites [47], and unpublished data and
grey literature contributed by FOR-RESTOR network partners (www.ceh.ac.uk/our-science/projects/for-restor). We included forest restoration studies from tropical or subtropical, moist or dry broadleaf forest regions [61] of South and Southeast Asia (figure 1). We compiled additional studies from references cited in these papers, allowing us to capture regional and non-ISI indexed journals. We conducted our final bibliometric search on 15 May 2021 using the Web of Science database for studies in the English language. Some additional peat swamp forest studies were read in Indonesian by co-author N.E.B.R.

(b) Planted tree-level data
We screened studies to assess whether they contained data on planted tree survival (numbers or proportions of trees that survived or died at known census intervals) and/or size or growth (measures of height, diameter, biomass or leaf number at multiple time points or calculations of growth that could be converted to size at each census). We read relevant studies in full and recorded numerical data or extracted them from figures using WebPlotDigitiser [62]. We were interested in trees planted in field conditions, excluding studies focusing only on naturally regenerating seedlings or those conducted in greenhouses or nurseries. We excluded studies where the final recorded census date was less than six months after planting to ensure timescales relevant for restoration. We recorded survival and growth metrics individually for each combination of site, species and treatment (where studies had replicated experimental treatments) for trees planted at the same time. We required there to be some information on disturbance history prior to planting and/or a statement on the purpose of the planting.

Figure 1. Maps of study locations and frequency distributions for variables in planted tree datasets. Map of study sites within the seedling (a) survival and (b) height datasets, showing study duration by colour (1 yr = 6 months to less than 18 months, 2 years = 18 months to less than 30 months, 3 years = 30 months to less than 42 months, 4 years = 42 months to less than 54 months, 5–10 years = 54 months to less than 114 months, greater than 10 years = 114–396 months). Frequency distributions (number of sites) are given for the height (red) and survival (blue) datasets for: (c) average planting density per site (ha$^{-1}$); (d) average number of species planted in each treatment per site; (e) average length of study for each site; (f) average number of seedlings monitored per site; (g) number of sites in each forest type and (h) number of sites in each habitat condition category. (Online version in colour.)
to ensure relevance to the question of ecosystem restoration (electronic supplementary material, table S2) and exclude studies only planting exotic commercial monocultures. A greater proportion of studies reported change in plant height than other measures of size, so we selected height as our metric for growth analyses.

For all relevant studies, we compiled data on ancillary variables to test for sources of variation in mortality and growth. We recorded the following information: location (country, latitude and longitude coordinates), duration of study, disturbance history type, site condition prior to planting, restoration methods, diversity of planting, planting density, seed source, tree age at planting and tree height at planting. We recorded diversity of planting and planting density at the treatment-within-species level, but for some studies it was necessary to apply site-wide average values. We categorized disturbance prior to restoration into the following classes: logging (clear fell and selective logging), agriculture (pasture, shifting cultivation, cultivation and grassland), plantation (oil palm, industrial monoculture), fire, mining or drainage based on the information provided on the most recent disturbance activity (usually the most severe). We classified the site condition at the time of planting into one of three categories: plantation enrichment (planting of native trees beneath non-native or monoculture plantations as defined above), natural forest enrichment (for secondary and logged forest sites) or open (with little or no tree cover), indicating whether trees were planted into existing tree canopy cover or more exposed conditions. We recorded six additional categories of restoration methods alongside planting (removal of competition, fertilizing, protection, shading, water regulation and soil preparation; see electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 for details). Due to the inconsistent reporting of site biophysical data (altitude, climate, soil), we extracted these variables from global datasets, as reported below.

We checked the taxonomic names given for the planted trees against global databases of known vascular plant species [63–65] and we unified synonyms by adopting the accepted scientific names given in World Flora Online [63]. In the few instances where there was uncertainty about the identification (e.g. trees were not identified at the genus level; species name was a synonym for multiple accepted scientific names; significant spelling errors), the data for that record were discarded. To test the role of functional traits in determining survival and growth, we extracted wood density data from the global wood density database [50,66,67] using the BIOMASS package in R [68]. Averages were calculated from globally distributed wood density values due to low sample sizes for some parts of Asia. From the 625 unique species included in our datasets, wood density values were assigned at the species (60.1%), genus (30.1%) or family level (8.8%) on the basis that wood density is known to be phylogenetically conserved in tropical Asia [69]. For five species, belonging to five families where family-level data were not available, the average of the entire dataset was used.

Overall, we compiled planted tree data from 176 restoration sites (221 199 trees) across South and Southeast Asia of which 148 sites (207 224 trees) reported data on survival and 136 sites (102 412 trees) reported height growth. This included 108 sites on mineral soils and 68 tropical peat swamp forest sites. In total, 625 tree species (252 genera; 81 families) were planted but species richness of plantings at individual sites was typically low (median of three, range = 1–49 species planted per site; figure 1). The five most common species planted were the dipterocarp species Shorea balangeran planted at 39 sites, followed by Dyera polyphylla in the Apocynaceae (31 sites), and the dipterocarps Shorea leprosula (26 sites), Shorea parvifolia (25 sites) and Shorea ovalis (16 sites). The five most common genera planted were the dipterocarps Shorea (88 sites), Hopea (35 sites), Dipterocarpus (21 sites) and Dryobalanops (20 sites) and Dyera (35 sites) (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

Although the maximum study duration was 33 years, only 49 (28%) sites conducted censuses 5 years or more after planting and the median study length was 2 years (figure 1). Median planting density was 1111 seedlings ha$^{-1}$ (figure 1), but this information was only available for 42% of sites.

(c) Environmental data

For each site, we extracted biophysical and climatic variables from the WorldClim datasets [70] at 2.5-minute resolution, averaged across years 1970 to 2000. Based on their potential impact on tree growth and survival we extracted elevation, mean annual temperature, mean annual precipitation and dry-season precipitation (precipitation in the driest consecutive three months). Mean annual precipitation and dry-season precipitation were highly correlated so we elected to proceed with dry-season precipitation. The Harmonized World Soil Database [71] classified soil at some peat swamp sites, and most forests on mineral soil had a similar classification, so our analyses proceed without using soil property data and instead use the dichotomous forest type classification of forests on mineral soil or peat swamp forest.

(d) Community-level data

To establish differences in structure, biomass and biodiversity of naturally regenerating forest compared with sites where tree planting had taken place, we conducted a second search that focused on data available at the plot-level (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). We screened 373 papers in total to identify studies that included monitoring of both natural regeneration and planted restoration plot(s) that were established within the same landscape at similar times and surveyed at least once for structural measures (basal area and/or above-ground biomass or carbon density) and indices of tree diversity. This resulted in 13 landscapes in total: data from 12 landscapes were extracted from 15 studies identified through the literature search, and co-authors provided data to derive additional metrics for two landscapes and one further unpublished landscape. The full dataset included a total area of 98.2 ha of restored forest across 452 plots (electronic supplementary material, table S5). Plots were surveyed from 0 to 50 years since disturbance and 0 to 30 years since planting took place.

The community-level analysis was carried out on the three metrics recorded from the literature search: above-ground carbon density, basal area and tree species richness. The means of comparison between planted and unplanted areas differed among studies: (i) 11 studies recorded plot-level metrics at one time point, allowing for comparisons between planted and unplanted plots; (ii) three studies recorded basal area at two or more time points allowing comparisons of change over time, and (iii) seven studies had recorded an old-growth reference value, against which both planted and unplanted plot-level metrics could be compared. As such, we conducted three statistical analyses, reported below, and the studies used in each of these analyses are indicated in electronic supplementary material, table S4.

(e) Data analysis

(i) Planted tree mortality

To accommodate the heterogeneous census intervals among sites and studies and facilitate interpretation, we assessed mortality with separate models for each standardized time point (1, 2, 3, 4 years [±6 months], 5–10 years [54–114 months] and greater than 10 years [114–240 months] after planting). At each of the time points, we modelled mortality (number of dead and alive trees for a given site-species-treatment) via generalized linear mixed effects models with a binomial error distribution and a complementary log-log (cloglog) link function using the glmmTMB package [72]. To ascertain average mortality at each time point we fitted a model with an intercept term and
random effects that accounted for variability associated with site, species and species-within-site (given that species may perform differently at different sites), and an observation-level random effect for overdispersion.

We then tested for the effects of environmental variables (climatic terms: mean annual temperature, dry-season precipitation, elevation), forest type, forest condition, species richness of plantings and wood density as additional fixed effects, with interaction terms between wood density and forest type and wood density and forest condition. We used the same random effects structure as with the intercept-only models. For models capturing studies over 5 years, we also tested the inclusion of a covariate to account for differences in ‘exposure to hazard’ (ln(time in months)). Continuous predictor variables (wood density, climate terms) were centred and scaled to facilitate model fitting. We used an information-theoretic approach to model selection, using the dredge function in the MuMln package [73] which fits all combinations of fixed effects terms, while always retaining the specified random effects structure. We assessed the top-performing models (lowest AIC and with ΔAIC < 2). In those models we identified variables with importance value greater than 0.8 (which is the proportion of models within the top subset that contained that variable) and these variables were included in the final selected model [74]. In addition, we ran separate models to test for the effects of planting density and mean height at planting on mortality on tree mortality at 1 and 2 years after planting in open degraded and forest enrichment habitat classes. We checked final models using the DHARMa package [75] and assessed the marginal effects of the fixed effects terms using the package ggeffects [76]. Model R² values were calculated for fixed effects terms only (marginal R²) and fixed and random effects terms together (conditional R²) [77]. We examined the variation explained by each random effect through intra-class correlations (ICC), which indicate the strength of the correlation between data points within a group [77].

(ii) Annual size-standardized height growth rate

Height growth was censused across varying intervals (from 6 to 396 months) and with large variability in size at planting (mean = 42 cm, range = 2 cm–357 cm, figure 1). Since plant growth rate is known to be size-dependent [78–80] we chose to analyse annual size-standardized growth rate (AGR) rather than absolute growth. For each case (treatment-within-species and site) that had height recorded at four or more time points, we modelled height growth over time using linear or nonlinear least squares regression using three candidate functions (linear, exponential and Gompertz). When there were only three time points, we used a linear mixed effects model with interacting fixed effects terms of time since disturbance and restoration type, with a random effect allowing the intercept and slope for each forest to vary based on time since disturbance. We compared the AIC of the model with and without inclusion of the interaction effect and selected the best model based on the lowest AIC.

To compare the effect of restoration type (natural regeneration and active restoration) relative to undisturbed, reference forest for each of the three metrics, we calculated the ‘recovery completeness’ response ratio following Jones et al. [85] (equation (2.2)) for each metric, m (above-ground carbon density, basal area, tree species richness). We tested the difference in recovery completeness by fitting a linear mixed effects model, including time since disturbance and restoration type as fixed effects, ‘study’ as a random factor and we weighted by the area of the restoration plot. We compared the AIC of the model excluding each fixed effect and selected the best model based on the lowest AIC.

response ratio (recovery completeness)ₘ = ln(Active restorationₘ/Natural regenerationₘ) (2.1)

All data analyses were undertaken in R v. 4.0.4 and 4.1.0 [86].

3. Results

(a) Planted tree mortality

At 1 year after planting, average tree mortality was 18.0% (95% CI = 14.5–22.2%; figure 2 and table 1). Average mortality increased to 25.8% (95% CI = 20.1–32.7%) at 2 years and 44.0% (95% CI = 39.5–48.7%) mortality at 5–10 years after planting. Beyond 10 years, mortality was on average 48.3% (95% CI = 37.1–60.8%) (table 1). Mortality varied according to habitat condition and this term was selected in the top-
performing models at all time points except for the longest running studies (greater than 10 years; \( n_{\text{sites}} = 14 \)) (table 1). Mortality was consistently higher in open degraded sites than in forest enrichment sites (figure 2); at 1 year after planting, mean mortality was 9% (95% CI = 7–13%) in forest sites and 25% (95% CI = 20–31%) in open degraded sites. At 5–10 years after planting mortality was 31% (95% CI = 25–39%) in forest sites and 54% (95% CI = 45–63%) in open sites. In general, there were fewer observations from restoration within plantation sites. At some time points, mortality rates of plantings in plantations were more similar to forest enrichment settings (years 2, 3, 5–10) and at some time points more similar to open areas (years 1, 4).

Mortality was higher in peat swamp forests (28% [95% CI = 20–39%]) than in forests on mineral soil (14% [95% CI = 11–19%]) at 1 year after planting but not in subsequent years (electronic supplementary material, appendix S4; figure S3). At 5–10 years after planting, forest type was also selected in the best model, with mean mortality higher in forests on mineral soil (44% [95% CI = 37–51%]) than peat swamp forest (30% [95% CI = 19–45%]) but the confidence intervals were overlapping and sample size was low for peat swamp forests (\( n_{\text{sites}} = 5, n_{\text{cases}} = 35 \)). Peat swamp sites were more frequently classed as open degraded than the other habitat classes; we checked the influence of peat swamp sites on our results and found the same effect of habitat condition on mortality on mineral soils alone as with the full dataset.

Broadly, the other covariates we tested (elevation, climatic terms, planted species richness and wood density) were not important drivers of mortality in our models. In several instances, additional variables were selected in the best models—at 1 year after planting, elevation was positively associated with mortality rates; at 4 years after planting, temperature was negatively associated and dry-season precipitation positively associated with mortality (table 1). However, the explanatory power of the fixed effects was low (marginal \( R^2 \) ranging from 2 to 24% of variation explained across models, table 1) and confidence intervals broad (electronic supplementary material, figures S4–S8).

A greater proportion of variation was captured by the random effects terms (conditional \( R^2 \) in table 1, ranging from 23% to 65%). In the first 3 years after planting, the site term explained the greatest variation (25–47%) (ICC; table 1); at 4 years after planting, inter-site variation was partially accounted for by fixed effect terms temperature and

---

**Figure 2.** Mortality of planted trees is related to habitat condition. Coloured points are the observation level data (cases) where each point is a unique site—species—treatment combination at a given time point. Horizontal grey lines show overall mean mortality for that time point (95% CIs given in table 1) determined by the intercept-only models. (a–e) Black points and error bars show the estimated marginal mean mortality and 95% CIs for mortality by habitat condition class where tree planting was conducted (forest enrichment, plantation enrichment and open degraded habitats), as determined by the best GLMMs (see main text for details on model selection). (f) Habitat condition was not selected in the best model for cases greater than 10 years (table 1); white points (error bars) show the estimated marginal means (95% CIs) for mortality by habitat condition, with monitoring duration also included in the model. (Online version in colour.)
Table 1. Testing drivers of seedling mortality. Sample sizes, mean mortality and 95% CIs estimated from intercept-only GLMMs for each time point. Results from GLMMs for each time point, where maximal models included environmental variables (mean annual temperature, dry-season precipitation, elevation), forest type, forest condition, species richness of plantings and wood density. Selected fixed effect terms are variables selected in best GLMMs (see electronic supplementary material, figures S3–S9 for bivariate relationships at each time point). Marginal $R^2$, conditional $R^2$ and intra-class correlations (ICC) showing variation explained by fixed and random effects terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no. of years post-planting</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 to 10</th>
<th>&gt;10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n cases</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n sites</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n species</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean proportional mortality</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(95% confidence intervals)</td>
<td>(0.145–0.222)</td>
<td>(0.201–0.327)</td>
<td>(0.211–0.500)</td>
<td>(0.226–0.355)</td>
<td>(0.395–0.487)</td>
<td>(0.371–0.608)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selected fixed effects terms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marginal $R^2$</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditional $R^2$</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>site</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>species</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>species in site</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation level</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Size-standardized annual height growth rate is related to wood density and habitat condition. The panels show the variables selected in the best models for growth rate at 100, 200 and 300 cm. Each point (case) gives the estimated growth rate for a given site, species and treatment. Coloured lines give predictions with shaded 95% confidence intervals (truncated to 600 cm yr$^{-1}$ in panel b) when habitat condition was significant in the models. At 300 cm, habitat condition was not significant and the mean relationship between growth and wood density is shown (black line with shaded 95% CIs). (Online version in colour.)

Dry-season precipitation. Variation explained by species across the dataset was generally lower (less than 7%), with a higher correlation between observations of the same species within sites (table 1).

We found no effect of planting density on mortality (at 1 and 2 years after planting, in either open degraded or forest enrichment settings). However, greater height at planting reduced mortality rates in open degraded habitats at year 1 and marginally at year 2 (electronic supplementary material, appendix S4, figure S9) while in forest enrichment habitats height was negatively associated with mortality in year 1 but they were not related at year 2.

(b) Annual growth rates

Wood density (g cm$^{-3}$) was generally negatively associated with tree growth rate (cm yr$^{-1}$) at all three reference sizes (100, 200 and 300 cm), but the effect of wood density on growth varied according to habitat condition at the first two reference sizes. There was no effect of wood density on growth in open degraded conditions, but these terms were negatively related in forest and plantation enrichment environments (figure 3a,b; electronic supplementary material, table S9). At 100 cm and average wood density (0.54 g cm$^{-3}$), growth rate was higher in open conditions (64.8 [95% CI = 54.1–75.4] cm yr$^{-1}$) and plantations (59.0 [95% CI = 44.6–78.0] cm yr$^{-1}$) than in degraded forest (40.0 [95% CI = 31.8–50.3] cm yr$^{-1}$). Similarly, at 200 cm and average wood density (0.56 g cm$^{-3}$), growth rate was higher in open conditions (92.5 [95% CI = 74.9–114.3] cm yr$^{-1}$) and plantations (107 [95% CI = 66.4–172.8] cm yr$^{-1}$) than in degraded forest (65.9 [95% CI = 48.8–89.0] cm yr$^{-1}$). There was no significant effect of habitat condition at 300 cm reference size which may indicate that this effect is size-dependent, but the number of sites with trees of this reference size was also fewer ($n = 25$; table 2).

We did not detect any difference in growth rates between peat swamp forests and forests on mineral soils. None of the other environmental variables tested had an effect on growth, and in general the marginal $R^2$ values were low (0.145, 0.057 and 0.009 for the models for 100 cm, 200 cm and 300 cm reference sizes respectively; table 2). As with the mortality rates, more variation in growth was explained by the random effects terms (see conditional $R^2$, table 2). The site-level random effect explained 38.4–65.4% of variation in growth rate across the models for the three size classes (see ICCs, table 2). Species (across the whole dataset) accounted for 8.6–13.4% of variation in growth at 100 cm and 200 cm respectively; it was not possible to calculate variation explained by species within site.

(c) Community-level studies

When we compared actively restored (planted) plots with naturally regenerating plots we found no significant effect of planting on above-ground carbon density (restoration response = 1.108, 95% CI = −0.199–2.414 at average time since disturbance = 20.2 years, $n_{\text{studies}} = 6$, $n_{\text{plot pairings}} = 38$), tree species richness (restoration response = 0.321, 95% CI = −0.078–0.720 at average time since disturbance = 20.6 years, $n_{\text{studies}} = 6$, $n_{\text{plot pairings}} = 35$) or basal area (restoration response = 0.149, 95% CI = −0.093–0.391, at average time since disturbance = 19 years, $n_{\text{studies}} = 7$, $n_{\text{plot pairings}} = 43$) (figure 4b, electronic supplementary material, appendix S6). While, on average, above-ground carbon density, basal area and tree species richness were higher in actively restored plots than in naturally regenerating plots, in all three metrics the 95% CI of the restoration response overlapped zero (figure 4b).

When we modelled basal area change over time, we found that on average actively restored plots accumulated basal area more quickly (0.715 m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$, 95% CI = 0.617–0.813 m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$) than nearby naturally regenerating plots (0.336 m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$, 95% CI = 0.136–0.436 m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$), as indicated by a significant interaction between time since disturbance and restoration type ($\Delta AIC = 11.5$, $n_{\text{studies}} = 3$, $n_{\text{plots}} = 287$; figure 4c).

The above-ground carbon density and basal area of actively restored plots were significantly closer to reference values for old growth forests than naturally regenerating plots (the model including a term for restoration type had the lowest AIC), but there was no significant difference between actively restored and naturally regenerating plots.
plots in terms of tree species richness (figure 4d). Despite having more similar metric values, actively restored plots were still significantly lower than old-growth forests, in terms of above-ground carbon density (recovery completeness = −1.363, [95% CI = −2.520−0.206], at average time since disturbance = 18.7 years) and basal area (recovery completeness = −0.612 [95% CI = −1.033−0.192], at average time since disturbance = 18.2 years) but tree species richness of old growth forests fell within the 95% confidence interval of actively restored plots (recovery completeness = −0.652 [95% CI = −1.383−0.080], average time since disturbance = 23.7 years).

Across the three analyses, there was a tendency for active restoration to have a positive effect on basal area and above-ground carbon density recovery relative to natural regeneration, but results were sensitive to the type of analysis and combination of sites.

### 4. Discussion

(a) Demographic fate of planted trees

Our synthesis revealed that, on average, ca 20% of planted trees died within 1 year and ca 50% had died once plantings were beyond 10 years old. However, there was a large amount of variability around these mean mortality rates. Broad-scale climatic gradients explained very little of this variation, but mortality was highly correlated at the site level indicating there are environmental, methodological or social factors operating which affect whole sites and that restoration outcomes are highly context dependent.

Mortality was consistently lower at forest enrichment sites than in open environments, supporting previous global and regional studies which also found habitat condition to be an important driver of outcomes. Crouzeilles et al. [36] found that, globally, forest restoration was more successful when previous disturbance was less intensive, and in a review of enrichment planting, Paquette et al. [30] found that survival of under-planted trees increased, up to a threshold, with increasing shade-tree cover. Transplanted seed and seedling survival were highest in older secondary forest versus young forest across a restoration chronosequence in tropical Australia [87]. Enhanced seedling survival under tree canopies may result from the amelioration of extremes in light, temperature and water availability which could be particularly problematic at early stages of establishment. Provision of shade may be important for certain tree species (e.g. some dipterocarps) which lack tolerance of high light and temperature [88,89]. Qi et al. [31] found naturally regenerating seedlings had species-specific responses to levels of forest degradation in Borneo, which is supported by evidence showing that some species have a capacity to acclimate to conditions in newly logged forests [90].

Proximity to established trees may have several other ecosystem benefits. An established tree canopy facilitates rapid colonization of planted seedlings’ root systems by mutualistic fungi, which are known to enhance seedling survival and growth [91], whereas soil physical, chemical and biological properties may be more disturbed in open sites as a result of their disturbance history. This could be particularly important in Asian dipterocarp forests because dipterocarps form obligate ectomycorrhizal associations [19,91–93]. Lower rates of survival in open degraded forests may also result from increased competition and suppression by native and non-native grasses, weeds, ferns and climbers; the presence of grasses was found to be one of the leading factors in determining natural regeneration outcomes in a Costa Rican landscape [94]. Overall, existing trees in the landscape support restoration by enhancing the survival of planted trees, for example, in or adjacent to degraded forest fragments; protecting forest remnants is vital to restoration and the creation of forest ‘islands’ (applied nucleation) may play a similar function [95,96].

Tree mortality rates were higher in peat swamp forest than forest on mineral soil in the first year after planting, potentially reflecting additional environmental challenges posed in degraded peatlands including higher susceptibility to fire, peat subsidence and water table fluctuations following drainage [27,97]. However, a recent review of peat swamp...
studies showed no significant effect of prior drainage on seedling mortality, but found species choices to be important—slower growing tree species survived for longer [47]. In our study, there were fewer peat swamp sites monitored over longer time periods, but a better ability to detect ongoing differences would help to elucidate drivers of differing outcomes between habitats. Predicted tree mortality in plantations was variable across time points, which may also have been driven by the low number of sites and the inherent variability among those that were available for analysis. The higher mortality rates in open degraded and peat swamp sites indicate that the future of plantings is more uncertain in these habitats, yet these sites may also be the least likely to recover spontaneously because of the low residual density of large adult trees and challenging environments in these settings. More intensive management and maintenance may reduce these risks and improve outcomes.

Few studies gave a quantitative record of baseline conditions—this information would help to determine thresholds at which certain risks or outcomes may occur and guide restoration planning [12,98,99]. Risks may be mitigated, through more intense maintenance and/or appropriate seedling stocking densities to bring about rapid canopy closure in very degraded systems [94,98]. We found a positive effect of tree height at planting on survival in the open degraded sites, as has been found in other studies [100]. Larger seedlings are usually better equipped to withstand environmental challenges or maximize on opportunities for rapid growth, but
they are also more costly to produce and plant so the cost–benefit trade-off must be carefully assessed.

(b) Composition, diversity and wood density of plantings

A large variety of tree species were used in restoration plantings across Asia (a minimum of 625 species) but, on average, species richness at any one site was low (median = 3 species), indicating that only a small fraction of the native species pool is used in restoration. This may reflect challenges associated with seedling supply [101], particularly of rare species, and the uncertainties over suitable propagation and silvicultural techniques for many species. Variability in mortality rates may arise because of species-specific responses and the appropriateness of selected species to the planting environment. Yet, we found that typically the effect of site was stronger than that of species. Partitioning individual species level effects is difficult when planting diversity is low and when higher-level drivers of mortality are affecting all species, but it could also be that some projects selected a few, well-known ‘safe’ species with broad tolerances. In Asian forests, species assemblages are often strongly habitat-associated and soil environments are heterogeneous [102–104]. This may pose challenges for restoration in the region because species may perform very differently over small spatial scales.

We did not find a strong effect of the number of planted species on survival, although detecting the effects of richness on vital rates was hampered by the low species richness of plantings at most sites. The effect of planted species diversity will also depend on the diversity of the baseline community pre-planting and the spatial arrangement of planting (i.e. the local mixtures), for which we lacked data. More broadly, the effects of low diversity in plantings may play out over time spans longer than we were able to investigate, driven by increasing susceptibility to plant diseases [52] or reduced complementarity of space-filling and resource use among the planted cohort [13,105]. A positive relationship between diversity and survival was observed in a large-scale experiment included in our synthesis after 10 years [13]. Bongers et al. [106] showed an increasing importance of diversity on forest productivity with time, which emphasizes the need for long-term monitoring in restoration settings.

Wood density was not an important determinant of tree mortality in our synthesis; this contrasted with a study of seedling survival in seasonally dry forest in Australia where Charles et al. [48] found a positive relationship between wood density and survival of seedlings in restored rainforest. Relationships between wood density and vital rates are likely to be nuanced and context dependent [43]. In our study, wood density displayed a negative relationship with height growth in degraded forest and plantation settings at smaller plant sizes (100 cm and 200 cm) where it may be particularly beneficial to allocate carbon to growth as opposed to wood density. Lack of competition from neighbouring trees and a high light environment may mean wood density is a less important driver of growth in open ecosystems [107,108]. A recent synthesis [100] found that in humid forests, acquisition traits (high specific leaf area, low wood density) maximized the positive effect of seedling size on tree seedling survival in a restoration context, and achieving rapid canopy closure may help to provide the environment for recovery of species more sensitive to climatic stress [109,110]. We were only able to examine wood density as a measure of plant function, while other traits may be important in influencing survival, growth and their trade-offs. Furthermore, we lacked finer-resolution soil information which is likely to be important for contextualizing trait–rate relationships. Building further understanding in this area may help guide species choices when planning for restoration outcomes [111].

(c) Biases and gaps in our understanding of restoration outcomes

The monitoring of over 200,000 seedlings represents a vast logistical effort by the original research teams, and the synthesis has allowed us to identify some high-level systematic effects. Nonetheless, our synthesis may suffer from several sources of bias. Firstly, we observed relatively low average mortality in the first 2 years after planting—closely monitored sites with the intention of reporting or scientific publishing may have had more tightly controlled conditions which might not apply in large-scale reforestation projects or those with less thorough monitoring. A recent review revealed that while organizations engaged in tree planting have increased by 28% in the last three decades, only 5% of project websites and reports mentioned monitoring [11]. Furthermore, only sites with sufficiently high survival will continue to be monitored over longer timescales—this combined with often-limited financial support for long-term remeasurement means that sample sizes of sites measured for over 10 years are low and almost certainly biased. While some data from unpublished sources and the grey literature were included in our database, evidence assembled from published literature may be biased in favour of sites displaying higher survival. Two studies in our synthesis reported survival rates after catastrophic fires [112,113], while one experimental site within the FOR-RESTOR network suffered significant mortality after the survival rates were published [40]. A few studies did report incidences where species or sites were not measured because they displayed unusually high mortality rates, for example, due to disturbance by animals [114,115] weeds [116], or unknown/unreported causes [117–120]. Ultimately, we expect our estimates are biased and perhaps better reflect restoration potential than a realistic average of all restoration projects being undertaken across a range of sectors.

Our study largely focuses on the environmental and ecological controls on restoration outcomes, but governance, tenure and land-use likely contribute to the differences we observed among sites, and perhaps systematically so among habitat condition classes. Areas with an existing forest canopy are more likely to be owned or managed by a state forest service, and be remote from human settlements, than areas that lack a tree canopy. Forested areas may suffer less from encroaching domestic animals and spill-over fires from cultivated land than areas that are fully deforested; conversely, local communities can form networks to protect land. Restoration practitioners more frequently reported social factors as important to restoration longevity that ecological factors [121] but these contextual factors are less frequently reported.

(d) Community-level restoration outcomes

Data on whole-community responses were spatially sparse, covering just 11 landscapes and ca 90 ha in area, with studies taking different approaches to assessing restoration impacts.
The findings indicate that active restoration through tree planting can be beneficial to increasing the speed at which basal area recovers in degraded forests (figure 4c) and in approaching the biomass and basal area found in neighbouring old growth forests (figure 4d). This supports the findings published by [82] who found that actively restored forests in Sabah gained 50% more above-ground carbon per hectare per year than naturally regenerating forests over the course of a decade. Despite these findings, we did not detect a significant difference between the basal area and above-ground carbon of actively restored and naturally regenerating forests directly; we attribute this to the fact all analyses have relatively low sample sizes and are sensitive to the particular mixture of sites, indicating the need for more evidence. Added to this, restoration projects are not often established as strict ‘experiments’ and thus there may be factors such as level of degradation and level of intervention that are not true paired comparisons, making it difficult to partition the effect of restoration treatment.

The differences in above-ground carbon accumulation and basal area increment we found between planted and naturally regenerating areas were less pronounced than differences in wood volume change presented by Shoo et al. [122] in Australia, possibly because the Australian sites were recovering from clearance whereas many sites in our comparison were regenerating after selective logging (eight of 11 landscapes). The effects of active restoration in degraded forests (when compared with open areas) may be more subtle because natural regeneration is supported in untreated areas by remaining mature trees. We did not have the power to test for habitat condition effects but we did observe variation between studies within our own dataset, for example, the plots in Western Ghats [123] had especially positive responses to active restoration and we hypothesize this may result from the sites being in isolated fragments in an agricultural setting with the invasive shrub Lantana camara present; both of these factors may be reducing natural regeneration in the degraded forest, meaning that active restoration has a disproportionate effect on forest recovery [96].

Our synthesis focused on the role of tree planting in delivering biomass and tree biodiversity recovery, driven by the availability of comparable data. Other interventions may be effective in accelerating forest recovery, particularly in less disturbed forests, for example, weed and climber cutting [124,125] and thinning of dominant or early successional species [126,127], applied alone or in combination with planting. In some of the studies we compiled, tree planting was undertaken concurrently with other restoration activities; it is therefore difficult to tease apart which treatment had the greatest effect, or the ways in which they may be complementary, creating conditions conducive to germination and tree-seedling establishment. Controlled experiments that compare restoration techniques are needed, implemented over a wide range of forest types and environmental conditions, to identify the circumstances under which each intervention method would be most effective (e.g. [15,59]). While we did not detect strong effects of restoration on tree species richness, we advocate further research on changes in species composition and distributional or functional attributes of species that recover or fail to recruit under different restoration treatments.

The ability to look in greater depth at differences between silvicultural treatments through time would be beneficial (e.g. [122])—are differences in structure and biodiversity related to restoration approach maintained over long timescales or do naturally regenerating sites ‘catch up’? Evidence suggests that naturally regenerating forests can recover their structure after about six decades [128,129] but there are risks to natural regeneration if ecological or socio-political barriers persist or protection is lacking [130,131]. Landscape-level factors (e.g. distances to natural forest remnants) are likely to be influential in determining the extent to which natural regeneration is viable [36,132].

5. Conclusion and recommendations

Our synthesis has identified that: (i) the outcomes of tree planting are highly variable, but planting is a comparatively costly approach to restoration, so we must improve the understanding of ‘permanence drivers’ and assess the cost-benefits of different restoration interventions in different landscape contexts. Ecological and social drivers of success are typically studied in isolation, while in reality an integrated assessment of the socioecological context is required to inform restoration outcomes [133]. The uncertainty in planting outcomes also emphasizes the critical value of protecting remaining functionally intact forests. (ii) Restoration outcomes are context-dependent, related to site conditions and species choices. Improved capture of quantitative data on baseline environmental and vegetation conditions (including competing floristic elements) and regular measurements will help elucidate drivers of restoration success more thoroughly. This requires valuing, involving and strengthening local knowledge. (iii) Species richness of plantings were generally low, which may affect future forest function. Barriers to incorporating greater diversity in plantings should be explored and addressed. (iv) Our synthesis showed that average seedling mortality increased by ca 30% between 2 and 5–10 years post-planting, but few sites were monitored to this point. Greater financial and institutional support for long-term monitoring and reporting of large-scale mortality events and their causes (environmental and anthropogenic) are needed [133]. (v) The main evidence gaps for tropical and subtropical Asia concern the relative success of natural regeneration, responses to restoration interventions at the scale of whole community and data from experiments with well-designed controls. This new research should address the relative roles of different restoration methods, how trajectories evolve over time and how different taxa may be affected. To improve our collective understanding of restoration outcomes, we advocate improved practices and institutional and financial support for collecting and sharing restoration evidence [134]. We hope to contribute to this with our growing FOR-RESTOR network (www.ceh.ac.uk/our-science/projects/for-restor), an Asian regional hub for collaboration, information and data sharing, for archiving experience and disseminating good practice.
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